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GLADIUS

The Ancient Roman 
Army`s Tactics, 
Weapons, Food    

Weapons
The Gladius was the 

most used  roman 
weapon in the 
infantry, it got its 
nickname the short 
sword because, 
according to the 
report; the longest 
sword discovered was 
24 inches long! But hey, 
It was very effective! It 
was used throughout 
the whole army, from 

legionaries Centurions 
to even generals. As 
you can see it was very 
powerful!!

By: Miles Hilger

The Roman Army 
Was the most powerful force 
in the world, it conquered a 
HUGE part of the civilized 
world, they did this with their 
defeat proof  weapons and  
tactics.
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The puggio was the 
roman equivalent to the 
Swiss army knife, it came 
in all different shapes and 
sizes.

The pilum or spear was 
Typically used by the 
'hastasti' and the 
'Principe's'[heavily armed 
foot units that were in the 
first 2 rows.] Apparently 
Caesar himself had seen 
this spear go through 2 
Gallic shields.

The hasta or spear had 
a specially designed tip. The 
wood staff was 2meters 
long. The spear itself was 
similar to the Greek's 
spear. It was used during 
the early days of the 
Roman army. The spear 
was double pointed so if 
one tip broke there was 
still another tip left. 

Fast Facts: Romans wore 
red battle cloaks that was 
meant to scare the enemy.  
Believe it or not, there was 
one Roman general who 
was known to pick his nose 
often.

Roman Tactics
In battle Romans would 

stand side to side with each 
person holding their shield 
in front of the person to 
their right. The soldiers 
were told that retreating 
or taking your shield 
away from in front of the 
soldier next to you was 
like abandoning your 
brother. 

Soldiers would line up 
in a formation that was 
named Cesar's Turtle. in The 
first row, the soldiers 
would hold their shields in 
front of them. In the 
second row, they would 
hold them above their 
heads, so no arrows could 
penetrate from above. 

During a fierce battle 
many soldiers would of 
course get tired, so 
commanders would decide 
that soldiers in the front 
row would fight for 15 
minutes then return to the 
back row. This would 
proceed continuously, and 
eventually if necessary the 
soldiers would return 
again to the front row 
and so on.

One of the favorites 
tactics of the Roman army 
was surrounding or 
scaling  sieged towns 
walls, and forcing 
starvation upon the town 
while continuously firing 
artillery over the walls. 
If this took more then a 
month, all the soldiers 
would be sent in to 
slaughter the people 
instead.

Food
 The most important diet 

for the soldiers was bread. 
Each got rationed a 
portion of grain a day.  
They also had meat and 
eggs, a soldiers diet was 
however based on where he 
was located and made up 
of the local goods. 

For instance in 
Corbridge, some of the 
foods included wild 
animals (foxes, badgers, 
beavers and moles), while 
soldiers at Benwell ate 
mussels. At Carlisle, wild 
geese from Solway were 
caught and eaten. Though 
probably enjoyed by 
soldiers and officers, 
hunting was not relied 
upon to provide a large 
amount of meat and large 
game like wild boar was 
infrequent. 

Local celtic beer was 
enjoyed by officers and 
soldiers alike and drank 
in large quantities - 
vindolanda had it's own 
brewers to fill the 
demand. Wine was a very 
important to a soldiers 
diet. The military had two 
different kinds of wine, 
sour and vintage, both of 
them tasted a lot like 
vinegar. The army drank 
their wine diluted with 
hot or cold water.
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Here are some famous 
battles: 
53 BC - Battle of Carrhae - 
Roman Triumvir Crassus is 
disastrously defeated and 
killed by the Partheans, 
Crassus has molten gold 
poured down his thought by 
his captors. This starts the 
five year Roman Persion 
Wars. 

52 BC - Battle of Alesia - 
Caesar defeats the Gallic 
rebel, Vercingetorix 
completing the Roman 
conquest of Gallia 
Cornata.

47 BC - February - Battle of 
the Nile - Caesar defeats the 
forces of the Egyptian king 
Ptolemy XIII
149.bc battle of carthage
roman forces siege 
carthage by water.


